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Executive Summary
The Lost Bulls (TLB) Token is an ERC20 token with a maximum
supply of 3 billion on the Ethereum Network.

The TLB mission is to create and facilitate opportunities in any
market cycle, bullish or bearish. TLB serves as the currency within
The Lost Bulls' ecosystem. It incorporates a transaction tax of 0%
and an allocation of 5% of its supply toward monthly burns of both
TLB and Shiba Inu tokens, 2.5% (75 million $TLBS) for the burning of
Shiba, and the remaining 2.5% dedicated to the burning of TLB
tokens itself.

Burning Shiba Inu has become a widespread effort in the web3
community to support the growth and stability of a promising
project. The TLB token, in turn, serves a vital role in the project's
expansion. As the project grows and evolves, the TLB token will be
utilized to support and facilitate its development. This ensures the
token remains integral to the project's success and progress. TLB
seeks to make a resounding positive impact on the ever-evolving
crypto ecosystem, contributing to its growth and development.

Network: Ethereum
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The Lost Bulls (TLB), a remarkable creation, emerged as a symbolic
embodiment of the ever-fluctuating bull-and-bear market. This
ingenious concept was conceived by its visionary founder, who, in
the year 2020, found herself thrust into the captivating realm of
cryptocurrency's volatility.

It was during this pivotal period, at the dawning of the bull market
that TLB began to take shape, ultimately spanning its journey into
the year 2021, where it encountered the formidable bear market.

The name "Lost" was deliberately chosen to encapsulate the
essence of the bear market, a time of uncertainty and dwindling
market values.

Conversely, the name "Bull" was selected to embody the spirit of
the bull market, a time of optimism and soaring market prices.

As TLB ventures forth into the vast and uncharted territory of the
metaverse, it boldly embraces the crypto market, recognizing the
immense potential and opportunities that lie within. With
unwavering determination, TLB aims to carve its path in this digital
landscape, leveraging the power of blockchain technology and the
boundless possibilities it presents. 

By doing so, TLB not only aims to thrive in the crypto market but
also to leave an indelible mark on the metaverse, forever etching
its name among the pioneers and visionaries of this burgeoning
realm.
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In the world of finance, the terms "bull market" and "bear market"
is commonly used to describe the prevailing trends in various asset
classes, including stocks, cryptocurrencies, and real estate.

(1) These terms signify whether the market is experiencing upward
momentum and optimism (bull market) or a downturn marked by
pessimism (bear market).

A bull market is characterized by rising prices, a surge in demand,
and heightened investor confidence. During this phase, most
investors, known as "bulls," anticipate further price increases. This
positive sentiment creates a feedback loop, attracting more
investment and sustaining the upward trajectory of prices.

Investors often analyze market sentiment, gauging participants'
optimism to make informed decisions.

The end of a bull market is not always easy to identify as short-
term fluctuations and corrections are common. To avoid
misinterpretation, it is essential to consider broader trends over
more extended time frames.
 
Bull markets, while beneficial, are not perpetual, and various
factors, such as adverse legislation or unforeseen events like the
COVID-19 pandemic, can trigger a decline in investor confidence,
marking the onset of a bear market.

Falling prices, surplus supply over demand, and low confidence
among investors characterize a bear market. Those who anticipate
further price declines are referred to as "bears."
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Trading in a bear market can be challenging, especially for
inexperienced investors, as predicting the market's bottom is
notoriously difficult. However, bear markets also present opportunities
for investors with a longer-term perspective. Buying during a bear
market can yield substantial returns when the market eventually
rebounds.

Understanding bull and bear markets is crucial for investors navigating
the dynamic landscape of financial markets. Recognizing the
characteristics of each market phase, being aware of the potential
signs of a trend reversal, and employing suitable strategies can
empower investors to make informed decisions and effectively manage
risks in both favorable and challenging market conditions.
The year 2022 was marked by significant developments in the crypto
space, with both progress and challenges shaping the narrative.

In 2022, Bitcoin's price fell as much as 60 percent. Ethereum fell as
much as 75 percent. (2) The crash was not limited to Bitcoin and
Ethereum, but also smaller yet promising projects such as Solana,
Avalanche, and Cardano. Decentralized Finance(DeFi) also took a
massive hit during this bear market. Amid remarkable innovation and
increased adoption, the year was marked by major incidents such as
hacks and scams. The unexpected occurrences towards the year's end,
including debates on creator royalties and the the collapse of FTX has
made a significant impact on the crypto landscape in 2023, demanding
adaptation from users and projects alike.

Unfortunately, the fallout from the recent bear market caused the death
of several once-promising projects that simply could not sustain
enough interest or raise enough funds to continue operation. 

However, the silver lining in this was that it made it harder to thrive for
sham projects capitalizing on gimmicks, fads, or memes with no real
utility or concrete plans to fulfill the roadmaps they advertised. The next
bull run will likely giveway to a much more sophisticated generation of
technologies.
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NFTs

One notable prediction for 2023 revolves around the continued
adoption of Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), with a focus on technological
standards and utility. The era of highly speculative Profile Picture (PFP)
collections are expected to give way to more utility-based NFTs.(3) The
debate over creator royalties prompted marketplaces to make them
optional or remove them entirely, posing a threat to the use case of
NFTs as art. 

Predictions suggest the emergence of new technological standards to
address this issue, while NFT technology expands into industries beyond
art, including DeFi.

The integration of NFTs into the decentralized finance (DeFi) sector is
foreseen in 2023. DeFi projects are recognizing the need for tokenized
data for enhanced security, convenience, and transaction speed,
making NFTs an optimal solution. DeFi-oriented NFTs are expected to
secure various types of data, extending their use cases to include
medical records, legal documents, and copyright records. Additionally,
traditional brands may enter the Web3 space, backing NFTs with
physical products to diversify offerings and attract new audiences.

NFTs are projected to play a crucial role in powering the metaverse,
providing a strategic entry point for luxury brands. Virtual activations in
the metaverse offers brands opportunities to showcase collections,
engage communities, and host virtual events, making luxury more
accessible globally. 

Furthermore, government guidance and regulations are expected to
intensify as crypto technology advances, with entities like the SEC
probing major companies for potential securities
violations.
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The Metaverse

The Metaverse market is set to witness substantial growth, projecting a
market size of US$128.98 billion in 2024, up from US$68.49
billion in 2022.

(4) The driving force behind the Metaverse's economic surge lies in the
flourishing virtual economies within its realm. Businesses and
individuals are innovatively monetizing digital goods, services, and
experiences, leading to the emergence of new economic models and a
dynamic marketplace in the digital landscape.

From virtual real estate to digital assets, the Metaverse is redefining how
value is created and exchanged in the digital realm, offering vast
opportunities for entrepreneurs, content creators, and businesses.

In examining the key drivers shaping the Metaverse landscape, efficient
digital asset management stands out. The metaverse excels in
providing a secure and efficient platform for recording and managing
digital assets, enhancing the efficiency and security of the digital asset
transactions. Another key driver is the metaverse's potential to
introduce a new level of trust and transparency to online interactions
through decentralized mechanisms. This, in turn, contributes to a more
secure and reliable online environment, appealing to users seeking
enhanced digital interactions.

The metaverse is breaking down barriers through its emphasis on
interoperability and cross-platform compatibility. Users now seek
seamless transitions between different metaverse platforms, promoting
a more connected and integrated ecosystem. This shift towards cross-
platform collaboration enables users to carry their digital identity,
assets, and experiences across various Metaverse platforms, fostering a
cohesive and user-centric environment. 

This focus on interoperability will contribute to the growth and
diversification of the metaverse in 2024.
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DeFi

DeFi is anticipated to experience greater commercial and institutional
adoption in 2023, once retail investors regain confidence in the crypto
space. The aftermath of the FTX collapse has left investors skeptical,
emphasizing the need for greater decentralization. This shift could lead
to increased retail and institutional participation in DeFi, creating a
positive cycle of liquidity and usage.

However, new trends in the crypto landscape also bring challenges,
particularly in terms of security and reliability. The success of NFTs and
Web3 is contingent on robust infrastructure to combat malicious actors
and maintain consumer trust. Additionally, there is a call for increased
consumer education to alleviate doubts and fears surrounding NFTs.

Despite the challenges, the significant rebound in price for Bitcoin,
Ethereum, and several major altcoins near the end of 2023 suggest that
seasoned investors, as well as a new wave of investors are ready to dive
back in. 

Ethereum Price 2015 - present Credit: Statista 
Bitcoin Price 2013 - present Credit: Statista 

The oncoming bull run will usher in what many would hope to be a new
generation of web3 technologies that place a high value on regulatory
compliance, user safety, transparency, and a focus on the greater good
of the crypto ecosystem.
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Shiba Burn

The Lost Bulls’ aim is to create opportunities independent of the current
market cycle. Shiba Inu token is a meme token built on the Ethereum
network. It started with a supply of 1 quadrillion tokens before half of the
supply was transferred to and subsequently burned by Ethereum co-
founder Vitalik Buterin.(8) Today, the current circulating supply remains over
589 trillion. (9) By helping burn the supply of Shiba Inu, The Lost
Bulls project is doing its part in creating new investment opportunities.

The ShibBurn project (https://www.shibburn.com/) exists to track the burning
of Shiba Inu. (10) The project was started in June 2021. It can be inferred that
burning Shiba, and thus reducing its supply, has a slight but positive effect on
the price of Shiba.

With The Lost Bulls monthly Shiba burning events, TLB holders who are also
Shiba holders will experience twice the benefit!

Burning a token means transferring it to a wallet without an owner in the
Ethereum network and related sidechains. These wallets are called "dead
wallets," and the most commonly known dead wallet is the "zero address,"
which is an address that begins with "0x" succeeded by a
long string of zeros. Like any of the other dead wallets, the zero address does
not have an owner and thus cannot control the tokens sent to it in
any way. 

Tokens sent to dead wallets are forever lost (or "burned"). A token becomes
more scarce by permanently removing these tokens from the total circulating
supply. Accordingly, the token's price increases as supply decreases and
demand increases.

TLB WELCOME TO THE LOST BULLS
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The Lost Bulls Token Burn

In addition to the monthly burning of Shiba, TLB will also be burned on a
monthly basis. The TLB project is committed to creating and promoting a
token that becomes increasingly scarce over time.

The objective is to increase user adoption over time and increase the value for
holders through these strategic burns.  Furthermore, in burning TLB tokens,
or in other words, taking a portion out of the circulating supply, that portion
cannot be reclaimed by anyone, not even the TLB team. This is the motivation
behind the TLB burns.

Governance

TLB's governance system empowers token holders with a direct say in the
project's future. Through the democratic process of voting, holders shape
crucial decisions, including future developments, strategic partnerships, and
new projects. This the decentralized approach ensures that TLB remains a
community-driven initiative where every holder's voice matters. Transparency
is vital; with all proposals and voting outcomes accessible to foster trust and
inclusivity. TLB's commitment to the democratization of decision-making
positions it as a project not just for the community but shaped by the
community, amplifying the the collective impact of its diverse stakeholders.
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Give-Back Program

The Lost Bulls team places great importance on social responsibility,
taking it with utmost seriousness. This is why TLB's Give-Back program
has been established to support various charity organizations that are
dedicated to the protection of animals, alleviating hunger, and
addressing homelessness. As part of our commitment, we will be
making regular donations to these worthy causes, ensuring that our
contributions have a lasting impact on the communities we serve.

NFT Marketplace and Expanding Ecosystem

TLB Token holders will be granted privileged access to future platforms
and technologies, marking the inception of a dynamic journey where
the TLB community plays a central role. 
The first upcoming project in this roadmap is the NFT marketplace,
which will be powered by the TLB token. The TLB team is committed to
building on the present utility of the TLB token to ensure that the
market for TLB remains robust, and buyers continue to find new uses
for the token.
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Benefits of TLB 

Trust and Credibility: TLB’s commitment to security, transparency, and
charitable contributions builds trust and credibility within the crypto
community and beyond. Investors and users can engage with the project
knowing their interests are protected, and their contributions make a
difference. 

Community Empowerment: TLB ensures that every member has a voice
by involving the community in the upcoming governance and decision-
making. This empowerment leads to a more vibrant, engaged, and
motivated community eager to support and promote the project.

 Simplified Participation in Crypto: TLB removes barriers to entry for new
users with its user-friendly approach, educational resources, and
supportive community. This accessibility broadens the appeal of crypto,
attracting a diverse group of enthusiasts and investors. 

 Innovative Engagement: Through integrating memes, social media
challenges, and interactive community events, TLB creates a fun and
engaging environment. This enhances user experience and fosters viral
marketing and organic growth. 

Global Expansion Through Airdrops: As part of our strategy to expand
TLB's presence worldwide, we are excited to offer airdrops as a way to
reward our community for their support and for spreading the word about
our project. These airdrops provide an opportunity for community
members to earn free tokens, fostering not only a deeper engagement
with the project but also encouraging the viral spread of TLB's mission and
values. Participating in airdrops is a simple yet impactful way for our users
to become ambassadors of TLB, helping to broaden our reach and impact
across the globe. This initiative reflects our commitment to generously
rewarding those who contribute to the momentum and visibility of TLB,
ensuring that our growth is a shared success story.
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Philanthropic Impact: By allocating resources to charitable causes, TLB
provides an avenue for users to contribute to meaningful social impact
projects. This enriches the project’s value proposition and aligns with the
growing desire for socially responsible investments. 

Pioneering Expansion into NFTs and the Metaverse: TLB is not just about
creating a vibrant community and supporting charitable causes but also
about pioneering the future of digital engagement. By expanding into
NFTs and the Metaverse, TLB offers its community unique opportunities to
own exclusive digital collectibles and participate in immersive virtual
worlds. This enhances the value and utility of holding TLB tokens and
positions community members at the forefront of the digital frontier,
enabling them to explore new forms of online interaction, ownership, and
investment. 

Strategic Token Burn Mechanism: A key component of TLB's unique
selling proposition is the monthly burning of Shiba Inu and TLB tokens.
This procedure is designed to systematically reduce the total supply of
tokens over time, potentially increasing scarcity and adding to the token's
value. For investors and community members, this means a commitment
to fostering a healthy economic environment and the prospect of
enhanced token appreciation, making TLB an attractive option for those
looking to participate in a project with a proactive approach to growth and
value retention.

Join the Herd, Shape the Future The Lost Bulls is more than just a meme coin;
it’s a movement toward making the crypto space more accessible, engaging,
and beneficial for all. With its unique blend of humor, community, and
charity, TLB is poised to become a leading light in the meme coin ecosystem.
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Team/Partnerships
19%

Treasury
18%

Ecosystem
18%

IDO/DEX
16%

Rewards
12%

Marketing
9%

Burns
5%

TOKEN USE PERCENTAGE SUPPLY VESTING

Total Supply 3,000,000,000

IDO- 10%
DEX- 6%

16% 480,000,000
DEX Liquidity

Locked

Ecosystem 18% 540,000,000 Locked

Treasury 18% 540,000,000

Rewards 12% 360,000,000
Locked; Rewards
start in Phase 3

Burns
Shiba burn- 2.5%
TLB Burn- 2.5%

5% 150,000,000
Burned on a

monthly basis for
12 months

Team/Partnerships
Team- 13%

Partnerships- 6%
19% 570,000,000

24 months
vesting

Donations 3% 90,000,000
Locked; Donations

made on a
Quarterly basis

Marketing 9% 270,000,000
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MAX SUPPLY
3,000,000,000
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DISCLAIMER
The present document is dedicated for marketing purposes only, meaning it
is not intended to be legally binding and is delivered" as is. Nothing in this
document shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort, or an
invitation, or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an
offering, invitation, or solicitation of an offer to purchase any security,
ownership right, stake, share, future revenue, company participation, or other
equivalent rights in any jurisdiction. 

Information in this document also does not constitute a recommendation by
any person to purchase tokens, currencies, or any other cryptographic assets;
neither the Issuer has authorized any person to provide any
recommendations of such kind.

Observations contained in this document may constitute forward-looking
statements or speak of future events or plans. Such forward-looking
statements or information involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties, which may cause occurring events to be different. Errors,
inaccuracies, or omissions may also occur in any such statements or
information. Accordingly, no reliance should be placed on any such forward
looking statements or information, and all Issuer liabilities are disclaimed.
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The Lost Bulls LLC (“TLB,” “we,” “us,” or “our”) is committed to protecting the privacy
of its users (“user,” “you”) and stakeholders. This Privacy Statement outlines our
practices regarding collecting, using, and disclosing your information through your
interaction with TLB’s digital platforms, including our website, mobile applications,
and services (collectively, the “Services”). Acceptance of Terms By accessing and
using the Services provided by The Lost Bulls LLC, you agree to be bound by these
Terms & Conditions. If you do not agree to these terms, you must not use our
Services. Information Collection and Use We collect information to provide and
improve our Services, including personal identification information (name, email
address), transaction data, and interaction data with our Services. Your information
will not be shared with any third parties except as required by law or to provide the
Services you have requested. Data Security: We employ various security measures to
protect your information from unauthorized access, alteration, disclosure, or
destruction. However, no method of transmission over the Internet or electronic
storage is 100% secure. 

Usage Details and IP Addresses: When you access and use our Services, we may
automatically collect certain details of your access to and use of the Services,
including traffic data, location data, logs, and other communication data and the
resources that you access and use on or through the Services. Additionally, we may
collect information about your computer and internet connection, including your IP
address, operating system, and browser type.

Use of Information: The information we collect helps us to improve our Services and
to deliver a better and more personalized experience 

Cookies and Tracking Technologies: These are information about your browsing
actions and patterns, and we may use these technologies to collect information
about your online activities over time and across third-party websites or other online
services. User Rights: You have the right to access, correct, or delete your personal
information held by TLB. If you wish to exercise these rights, please contact us. 
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Acceptance of the Terms of Use: These terms of use are entered into by and between
You and The Lost Bulls LLC (“TLB”). The following terms and conditions govern your
access to and use of TLB, including any content, functionality, and services offered on
or through TLB. Accessing the Services and Account Security: We reserve the right to
withdraw or amend this service and any service or material we provide on TLB in our
sole discretion without notice. We will not be liable if, for any reason, all or any part of
TLB is unavailable at any time or for any period. 

Intellectual Property Rights: Our name, the terms TLB, the TLB logo, and all related
names, logos, product and service names, designs, and slogans are trademarks of
TLB or its affiliates or licensors. You must not use such marks without TLB’s prior
written permission. Prohibited Uses: You may use TLB only for lawful purposes and in
accordance with these Terms of Use. You agree not to use the service in any way that
violates any applicable federal, state, local, or international law or regulation. 

User Contributions: The TLB may contain message boards, chat rooms, personal web
pages or profiles, forums, bulletin boards, and other interactive features that allow
users to post, submit, publish, display, or transmit to other users or other persons
content or materials. All User Contributions must comply with the Content Standards
in these Terms of Use. 

Disclaimer on Third-Party Services: The TLB platform may provide links to, or
integrate with, third-party websites, services, or resources. These are provided for
your convenience only, and TLB does not endorse, warrant, or bear any responsibility
for the content or services these third parties provide. Any use of third-party services
is entirely at your own risk and discretion. TLB advises users to read the terms and
conditions and privacy policies of any third-party websites or services they access.

 Limitation of Liability: To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, TLB, its
affiliates, officers, directors, employees, agents, suppliers, or licensors will not be liable
for any (a) indirect, incidental, special, consequential, punitive damages, or (b) loss of
profits, revenues, data, goodwill, or other intangible losses resulting from your access
to or use of, or inability to access or use, the platform; any conduct or content of any
third party on the platform; any content obtained from the platform; or unauthorized
access, use, or alteration of your transmissions or content, whether based on
warranty, contract, tort (including negligence), or any other legal theory, even if TLB
has been informed of the possibility of such damage. 

Disclaimer of Warranties: You understand that we cannot and do not guarantee or
warrant that files available for downloading from the internet or the TLB will be free
of viruses or other destructive code. You are responsible for implementing sufficient
procedures and checkpoints to satisfy your particular requirements for antivirus
protection and accuracy of data input and output and for maintaining a means
external to our site for any reconstruction of any lost data 




